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Abstract 
The current development of the static loading behavior and design methods of bolted joints 
used in aluminum alloy structures are summarized in this paper. The review includes the 
progresses of the experimental investigation, collapse mechanism, loading behavior, load-
bearing capacity, numerical simulation and design methods of the bolted joints. The loading 
behavior of the bolted joints used in aluminum alloy structures has been widely 
investigated in many developed countries till now. Some suitable design methods and/or 
directions are obtained and adopted in current related specifications. Then because of 
almost rare application in civil engineering, the loading behavior and the design methods of 
bolted joints of the aluminum alloy structures are not investigated deeply and thoroughly in 
China. And the collapse mechanism of the joints has not been thoroughly understood yet. 
No applicable standards or references can be adopted for actual design now. Therefore, 
both numerical analysis and experimental investigation of the bolted joints used in 
aluminum alloy structures need to be conducted further. It can provide a theoretical basis 
for aluminum alloy structure design. 
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1. Introduction 
The aluminum alloy has been widely used in civil engineering since about the middle of the 
20th century. However, it did not emerge in China civil engineering until the 1990s. 
Nowadays, more than ten large-scale space aluminum structures have been built in China 
(Shen [33]), whereas there is restricted for future development of the aluminum structures 
because of lack of suitable specifications. 
Based on requirement of site installing and fatigue loading, bolted or riveted joints are the 
best choice for aluminum alloy structures. Besides, it is crucial that the strength of 
aluminum alloy may be greatly reduced if welding(Sharp [37]). As a consequence, the bolt 
fastening is more widespread in the aluminum alloy structures than welded connection. In 
bolted aluminum frameworks, it has been estimated that the weight of the joints is about 
10% of the total weight of the structure (Cullimore [8]). 
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Both aluminum alloy and steel are metal. Accordingly, the joint design methods are similar 
between aluminum alloy structures and steel structures (Cheng [7]). In the case that a single 
bolt subjects to shear or tension or combination of shear and tension, the formulas adopted 
in steel structures are directly employed in the design specifications of aluminum structures 
in many countries (ECCS [11]). However, the deformation of aluminum is more 
remarkable than that of steel since the elastic modulus of aluminum is approximately one-
third that of steel (UNI [39]). For example, compared with steel, the prying force of a T-
stub connection in aluminum alloy is larger. Therefore, an intensive study about the 
behavior differences of bolted joints between aluminum alloy and steel is necessary. 
Usually, the σ-ε behavior of aluminum alloy, obtained from tension tests, cannot be 
simplified as a perfectly elastic-plastic behavior as is done for steel. More complex models 
have to be used. As early as 1939, the well-known Ramberg-Osgood model was proposed 
(Ramberg  and Osgood [31]) 

 ( )n

E B
σ σε = +       (1) 

where ε and σ are strain and stress, respectively; E is elastic modulus, B and n are 
parameters based on tests. 
A convenient method was suggested by SteinHardt (SteinHardt [35]) for the determination 
of the parameter n in 1971. 
 0.210 ( )n f MPa=       (2) 

The proposal is widely used, because it is simple and coincides with the actual properties of 
aluminum alloy. And it is applicable for aluminum alloys made in China (Guo [14]). 
Some other models were suggested, such as the index model, which was applied in the 
numerical analysis of T-stub joints by Mazzolani (Berstad [5]) 

For 0σ σ≤ ,  Eσ ε=       (3) 

For 0σ σ= , ( )0 1 exp pσ σ α γε⎡ ⎤= + − −⎣ ⎦      (4) 

Where σ0 is the stress at proportional limit obtained from uniaxial tests; εp is the plastic 
strain. Material parameters α and γ determine the magnitude of the strain hardening and the 
shape of the hardening curve, respectively. 
Most researches about bolted joints in aluminum alloy structures focus on difficult issues, 
such as fatigue behavior and local stability, in developed countries at present. A large 
number of experimental investigation (Atzori [3], Lazzarin [19], LABEIN [20] and [21]) in 
some European projects has improved the knowledge about the fatigue behavior of 
aluminum bolted joints as well as the calculation methods and design standards(Atzori  [4], 
Lazzarin  [22] and [23]). For example, the American specification (Aluminum [2]) gives 
practical provisions about fatigue design of bolted connections and the British standard BS 
8118 gives two fatigue curves for design of aluminum bolted joints. 
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2. Shear resistance 

2.1. Collapse mechanisms of aluminum joints under shear 
The failure mechanisms of ordinary bolt joints under shear in aluminum alloy structures are 
consistent with those in steel structures. The failure modes include shear failure of bolts, 
excessive ovalisation of holes, shear rupture, tension failure of the plate and block shear 
failure of a bolt group (Kissell and Ferry [15]). The design method used in steel structures 
corresponding each failure mode is transformed for design of aluminum structures in 
Europe and the United States (Eurocode3 [9], AISC [1]). A formula of the compression 
strength of a bolt hole was fitted by means of numerical analysis. If the ratio of end distance 
e to aperture d0 is between 1.5 and 4.0 (Zhang [41], Shi [34]), the strength is 

  [ ]0/ 0.85 / 0.5 /b
c c m u mf e d fσ γ γ= = +    (5) 

The material partial coefficient γm of aluminum alloy is 1.2 in BS8118 ([6]) and 1.25 in 
EC9 ([10]). In American specifications, a safety factor 2.34 is adopted in bolted 
connections of building structures. The resistance partial factor is 1.8 according as the 
average of load partial factor is 1.3 (Aluminum Association [16]). The coefficient γm is 1.8 
(Shi [34]) , and the result is conservative compared with that of EC9 or BS8118. 

2.2. Friction joints with high-strength steel bolts 
Friction joints are permitted only when high-strength steel bolts are used, because of pre-
tension requirement in bolts. The design strength of a friction joint is determined by pre-
tension, number of bolts, partial coefficient and friction coefficient. Based on test results, 
the influence elements of the conventional slip factor are suggested (Ramirez [32]). The 
conventional slip factor does not depend on the number of bolts in the joint, nor the plate 
cover ratio. However, it depends mainly on the sum thickness of the joint-plates. And it 
increases with the total thickness (∑t) of joint plates till ∑t = 33mm approximately. A 
similar consequence is given in reference (Cullimore [8]). 

2.3. Determination of the net area 
When the bolts are not arranged in order, definition of the critical section may be difficult. 
The critical section is determined on the basis of the minimum ultimate load-bearing 
capacity of the plate subjected to tension and shear. It is a function of the possible failure 
lines. From a empirical point of view (Federico [13]), failure always occurs along the 
shortest line going through several holes.  
The detail calculation of the net area Anet of the critical section is not mentioned in EC9. It 
is prescribed in reference (Aluminum Association [2]). The net area Anet of a joint-plate is 
the sum of products of the thickness and the least net width of each element (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: The net area of a strap section 

For a hole chain extending in a diagonal or zigzag line in a connection plate, the net width 
of the plate shall be obtained by deducting the sum width of all holes in the chain from the 
gross plate width, and adding, for each gage space in the chain, the quantity s2/4g. 
 

  
2

2
4net
sA b d t
g

⎛ ⎞
= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

    (6) 

Where s is the center-to-center distance, parallel to P, of adjacent holes; g is the transverse 
center-to-center distance between adjacent bolt lines; d is the hole diameter; b and t are 
gross width and thickness of the plate (Figyre 1). 

2.4. Load bearing capacity reduction factor for long joints 
In the case of bolt group connection, the shear force of each bolt generally is assumed 
equal. As a matter of fact, the distribution of shear force among the bolts in elastic stage is 
of U-shaped instead of uniform along the direction of the external force (Kulak [16]). The 
bolts in joint edges may be damaged firstly when the joint suffers a larger load, then 
follows by the destruction of the other bolts in turn, and finally the joint fails entirely. 
Therefore, the design strength of a bolt in long joints should be reduced by multiplying a 
reduction coefficient. 
The non-uniform load-bearing coefficient of aluminum bolted connections in elastic stage 
was compared with that of steel bolted connections (Shi [34]). Both cases were analyzed 
under different connection lengths. The non-uniform degree of load-bearing in aluminum 
alloy connections increases significantly with increase of the connection length, and is 
greater than that in steel joints. 
According to EC3, when the distance Lj between centres of bolts in two edges, measured in 
the direction of the external force, is more than 15d, the design shear resistance of all bolts 
should be reduced by multiplying a reduction factor β, given by 

  1.075 0.005 / 0.75jL dβ = − ≥    (7) 

Where d is the bolt nominal diameter.  
The same mathod has been adopted in EC9 for analysis of aluminum alloy joints. And a 
similar provision about the total thickness of the joint plates is proposed in aluminum 
design manual (Aluminum Association [2]). If the total thickness of the aluminum joint 
plates exceeds 4.5d, the shear strength shall be reduced, divided by [1/2+t/(9d)], in which t 
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is the total thickness. According to the code for design of steel structures (National [28]), 
when Lj is more than 15d, the reduction factor β should be calculated as follows 

  ( )1.1 / 150 0.7jL dβ = − ≥     (8) 

Experiments about the shear resistance of group bolts have proved that it is safe to adopt 
the reduction factor given by EC3 and GB50017 in design of of aluminum alloy structures 
(Li [18]). This may be owing to the larger room of plastic deformation provided in 
aluminum bolts, because the deformation of holes in aluminum alloy plates is more 
remarkable than that in steel plates. And it is conducive to the expected uniform 
distribution of shear forces in long joints during ultimate limit stage. 

3 . T-stub connection 

3.1. Researches on the T-stub connection of steel structures 
T-stub is one of the simplest ways to connect two plates orthogonally, where the bolts are 
subjected to tension predominantly. The behavior of T-stubs has been widely investigated 
in steel joints. Several suitable design methods have been proposed in the current 
specifications for the prediction of joints behavior (Figure 2) (Kato [17], Nair [30], Wang 
[40]). However, the current situation of T-stub connections of aluminum alloy is in the 
early stage of development. In China, there are no definitive conclusions about the 
prediction of the structural behavior and design specifications of aluminum alloy T- stubs. 

 
Figure 2: Failure mechanism of steel T-stubs according to EC3-Annex J 

Considering the unfavorable effects of prying on joints, the design strength should be 
multiplied by 0.8 in ordinary bolt joints in China design code. This approach appears to be 
simple, but it fails to distinguish different collapse mechanisms and may be tend to unsafe 
when a thin junction panel is employed. Different formulas for each failure mode are 
provided in EC3, and the smallest strength correponding to three possible failure modes 
should be taken as the tension resistance of a T-stub. 
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3.2. Collapse mechanisms for aluminum T-stubs 
For an aluminum alloy T-stub, it is necessary to consider additional failure mechanisms of 
components compared with a steel T-stub (Matteis [24]). Firstly, the relatively lower 
material ductility of the T-stub flanges can limit the plastic deformation, and the 
equilibrium state in failure may be affected. Secondly, the strain hardening of the alloy 
directly affects the distribution of the bending moment along the T-stub flanges, after 
emergence of the plastic hinges. For these two reasons, in order to take into account the 
effects of the strain hardening and the ductility reduction of aluminum alloy, it is necessary 
to amend plastic loads properly when the conventional approach is adopted for analysis of 
the plastic collapse of aluminum structures (Mandara [25], Matteis [26]). The third factor 
for considering additional failure mechanisms is the reduced axial stiffness of the aluminum 
alloy bolts. It obviously influences the deformation path of the T-stub. In addition, the 
deformation capacity of bolts may be limited by the premature failure of the flanges. 
The failure mode type-2 has been subdivided into three different situations (Matteis [24]), 
depending on the predominant element of the collapse(Figure 3). Compared with the failure 
mechanism type-1, the plastic deformation has also taken place in bolts and the plastic 
deformation in flanges is larger than that in bolts. The distribution of bending moments in 
flanges and the formula of the ultimate load-bearing capacity of type-2a are the same as 
those of type-1. The mechanism type-2b can be treated as a special case of type-2a, where 
the plastic deformation of both flanges and bolts reaches to limit simultaneously. 

 
Figure 3: Failure mechanisms for aluminum T-stubs. 

The failure mechanism type-2 cannot be so clearly defined in aluminum alloy joints as in 
steel joints, owning to the stronger influence of interaction between bolts and flanges, as 
well as the effect of the material strain hardening. The numerical analysis (Matteis [24]) 
shows that the failure mechanisms of a joint can be predicted correctly only when the effect 
of material strain hardening is neglected. For aluminum structures, it may be impossible, 
especially when the strength of bolts and flanges is comparable. A useful conclusion is 
obtained that the mechanism type-1 seems to be favorable for practical application of 
aluminum joints since the highest resistance of a joint can be reached if the geometry and 
size are determinate. 
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3.3. Load-bearing capacity of aluminum T-stubs 
In EC9, the minimum load-bearing capacity of four failure modes should be taken as the 
tension resistance of a T-stub. The mechanism type-1 and type-3 in EC9, as shown in 
Figure 4, are the same as in Figure 3. The mechanism type-2 is futher divided into two 
different modes, type-2a and type-2b, in EC9. For mechanism type-2a, the plastic hinges 
develop at the junction of flange and web firstly, and the bolts reach the ultimate elastic 
strength simultaneously. Whereas for mechanism type-2b, ultimate strength first reaches in 
bolts, but no plastic hinge has formed in flange yet. And the plastic deformation develops in 
the junction of flange and web and the sections of bolt holes. 

 
Figure 4: Failure mechanisms of an aluminum T-stub according to EC9 

The tension resistance of a T-stub corresponding to each failure mode in EC9 should be 
calculated as follows. 

Mode-1:  
( ) ( )2 2u uw b
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=     (9) 
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Mode-3:  u uF B=∑      (12) 

Where M0 and Mu are moments related to material characteristic, total thickness of the joint, 
effective width of flanges, production process (welding or rolling) of connector (Matteis 
[27]). In the case of mechanism type-2b, the ultrimate elastic bending moment is adopted in 
calculation of Fu conservatively. 
The influence factors of the prying force in an aluminum T-stub with rigid backplanes were 
analyzed (Zhang [42] and [43]). A preliminary method was proposed (Zhang [44]) for 
design of aluminum T-stubs. However, it cannot be adopted directly in specifications 
without experimental verification and indistinction of failure modes. Tension tests (Li [18]) 
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of T-stub connections have proved that it is accurate and safe to adopt the formulas of EC3 
in design of aluminum alloy joints. And some conclusions (Li [18], Engineering [12], 
Shanghai [38]) have been adopted in the first edition of the code for design of aluminum 
structures in China (National [29]). 

4. Combination of shear and tension 
A bolt subjected to combination of shear and tension should be, in addition, checked in 
EC3 as follows 

  , ,

, ,

1.0
1.4

v Ed t Ed

v Rd t Rd

F F
F F

+ ≤     (13) 

Where Fv,Rd and Ft,Rd are design shear resistance and design tension resistance of the bolt, 
respectively. Fv,Ed and Ft,Ed are design shear and design tension respectively.  
A similar methord is adopted in design of a bolt subjected to combination of shear and 
tension in China design code GB50017. 

 
2 2

1.0v t
b b
v t

N N
N N

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
+ ≤⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
   and   b

v cN N≤    (14) 

Where Nc
b is the design compressing strength of a bolt. 

The design methods of bolted joints in steel structures under combination of shear and 
tension in EC3 are adopted in aluminum alloy joints. Numerical analysis (Shi [36]) about 
T-stubs suffering both shear and tension shows that it is not safe to adopt the formulas of 
GB50017 in design of bolted joints in aluminum alloy structures. And safer design 
formulas are recommended as follows. 

  

2 2

0.8v t
b b
v t

N N
N N

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
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⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
   and   b

v cN N≤    (15) 

This proposal not only meets the requirement of safety but also is convenient for design. 

5. Conclusions 
The researches about aluminum alloy structures are quite advanced in Europe. Taking 
account of the different properties of aluminum alloy from steel, the design codes for steel 
structures are improved for design of aluminum structures now. Howecer, there is no 
applicable design specifications for aluminum alloy structures in China so far. In a local 
standard of Shanghai, the same design methods as GB50017 are adopted for design of 
aluminum bolted joints without considering the differences between steel and aluminum.  
Numerical computation is the main method for analysis of aluminum joints in China 
nowadays. Therefore, the resistance indeterminacy of aluminum structures cannot be 
defined for lack of adequate test data, and the resistance partial coefficient of aluminum 
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alloy members fails to be determined by reliability analysis. The researches about the 
fatigue behavior of aluminum bolted joints are confined to the fields of aerospace and 
metallurgy, and do not extend into the building structures yet. 
The researches on aluminum bolted connections improve steadily in China at present. A 
wide researches about application of aluminum structures have been conducted in the R&D 
project of Shanghai. The test database of aluminum bolted connections will be built and the 
design system will be established based on reliability. 
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